PROBLEM:
It is very common in shipping and warehousing operations to weigh pallet loads prior to storage or loading. Often there is a floor scale located somewhere in the vicinity of the stretch wrapper, however this requires double handling of loads as operators need to place the load on the scale, obtain the weight, pick up the load then transport it to the stretch wrapper. This double handling can waste time and in some cases, cause a bottle-neck situation in the operation.

SOLUTION:
Orion offers a variety of scale options for most of our Flex models. The ability to weigh and wrap in one operation will increase the efficiency of any shipping operation by eliminating the double handling of loads.

The scale is a separate unit on to which the wrapping machine is mounted. This allows the scale unit to be serviced without taking the wrapper out of service.

For more information, contact your local Orion Regional Sales Manager.

- Weighing and wrapping in one operation saves time and increases efficiency
- Smaller footprint as compared to separate wrapper & scale
- Scales are available as standard or legal for trade models
- Scales are available in a variety of sizes and capacities to match customer needs
- Options include large numerical readout display, printer for weight ticket

Scale readout can be permanently or magnetically mounted to the mast of the machine (top photo). The scale is often ordered to exactly match the measurements of the base of the wrapping machine (bottom photo).